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WELCOME TO
THE CLUB
Welcome to the world of Aquaplanet. Thank you for choosing one of our boards for 
your paddle boarding adventures. With care and maintenance your board will give 
you many years of paddling service.

These operating instructions should be read and followed carefully before using your SUP 

assembly procedures inside.

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY
Come and join our Facebook group full of hundreds of like-minded SUP enthusiasts. Get 
more support, skills, tips & tricks and share your stories, photos and videos with our 
community. As a member of this expanding online club you’ll have the full support of 
Aquaplanet and board owners just like you!

If you require any 
further assistance 
please check out 
our extensive online
Help Centre, or get 
in touch:

Our expert support 
team is available 
Mon-Fri, 9am - 5pm

EMAIL SUPPORT
SUPPORT@AQUAPLANETSPORTS.COM.AU

AQUAPLANETSPORTS AQUAPLANET
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Sarah sweet
Remove this as we are not available in AUS time 9am to 5pm! Best not to put any time at all - we do have Live Chat on Australia that you can mention
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SAFETY INFO
FIRST TIME USER?
We strongly advise that you pump up your SUP at home and get to know all the individual 
parts and how everything works. This stops any surprises and will allow you to be quick and 

GENERAL RULES
Always check weather forecasts prior to using your SUP board. Never use the SUP board in 
thunderstorms or if there is any risk of lightning strikes.

Wear the correct protective clothing for the conditions such as a wetsuit or a UV top. Wind 
protection is vital in cold weather. Cold conditions when wet can result in hypothermia.

Attach the included leash to your SUP board & yourself at all times. We also recommend a QR 
belt on fast moving water, for an additional level of safety. Children should always be under 
adult supervision. 

WARNING

   TIP:  A repair kit is provided, with extra patches and a valve tightening tool. 

area. From time-to-time your valve may need tightening to prevent any air leaks.

Store your mobile phone in the dry bag provided or consider 
purchasing a waterproof phone case from our website. Also, 
consider packing a whistle or torch in case of an emergency.

You should clean and maintain your board after each use. Hose 
down if necessary to prevent mildew build-up in storage. Do not 
use harsh chemicals for cleaning. Most dirt can be removed with 
mild soap and water.

Stand Up Paddleboarding is an outdoor activity with associated 
risks. The sport can be relaxed & rewarding but also dangerous 
and physically demanding. Users of our boards on flat or 
moving waters should understand that paddling without due 
care & attention could result in serious injury or death in certain 
situations. We always recommend wearing a personal 
floatation device, taking your phone with you & wearing 
your leash when out on the water. Also consider if you 
need a QR Belt for extra safety.

AQUAPLANETSPORTS.COM.AU
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USING YOUR PUMP
1.

3.

2.
When inflating your board, once you start to feel 
resistance from the pump, switch to single action mode. 
This should make the last few strokes easier to achieve.

For quicker inflation, use the dual action mode. You 
can toggle between dual and single action with the 
selector switch (or bung) on the side of your pump.

PLEASE NOTE: The guage will not register until 7 PSI. Your board may feel fully inflated, but it 
is not - keep on pumping.

You can always check that your gauge is working by removing the hose, covering the air 
outlet tightly with your hand and depressing the handle. If you feel pressure, it’s working as 
expected.

Attach the hose to the pump handle to begin inflating 
the board. Make sure that the hose is threaded onto 
the pump handle securely.

If you notice air leaking from the valve, this is easy to fix using 
the supplied spanner in your repair kit. Remove the valve 
dust cover and insert the crown shaped end of the spanner 
into the valve. Turn the spanner clockwise until tight to 
reseal.

     Be careful to not over-tighten and damage the valve.

For more information, and answers to common issues, 
search through our extensive online Help Centre.

BEFORE YOU INFLATE

AQUAPLANETSPORTS.COM.AU
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    WARNING
Please only use the pump provided or other recommended pumps. DO NOT use an air 

1.

2.

4.

3.

5.

standing on the board on rocky or rough areas before it is 

Identify which type of valve you have: push/click or push/twist - 

push down and quarter-turn the button to familiarise yourself with 
the open and closed positions of the valve. Ensure the button is 

your SUP. Firmly push the air tap inwards and twist 
clockwise to secure the connection.

Before you begin to pump, please consult the recommended PSI on 

The PSI may not register on your pump until you reach at least 
7 PSI - keep pumping!

Once the desired air pressure has been reached, please 
safely disconnect the hose (pull the hose gently away from 
the board as you twist) and secure the valve cap on your 
SUP. 
even if the board feels solid. If the gauge has not 
moved - keep pumping!

INFLATING YOUR 
BOARD

AQUAPLANETSPORTS.COM.AU
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1.

1.

2.

2.

4.

3.

The paddle will be in three parts; blade, 
shaft and handle. Connect the blade 
segment to the shaft by depressing the 
sprung pin in the blade tube and 
sliding into the shaft where the pin will 
pop out through a hole in the shaft.

Open the tension lever at the other 
end of the shaft and slide in the handle 
piece. Close the lever to clamp the 
handle in place. If the paddle handle is 
loose or twisting, you can tighten the 
clamp by lifting the tension lever and 
twisting this in a clockwise direction. 
Once tightened, close the lever.

shallow waters, press the recessed catch inside the pin and slide 

ATTACHING THE FIN

THE PADDLE

TOP TIP: How high? Your paddle should be a hand’s breadth (6”) above your head.

NOTE: These instructions apply to the Aquaplanet Leisure range SUPs. For more infomation on the 
Aquaplanet Tour range SUP’s, please refer to our Help Centre.

AQUAPLANETSPORTS.COM.AU
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1.

2.

3.

For comfort, balance & performance, the kayak seat 
should be attached at the rear of the board, just behind 
the central carry handle.

Attach remaining back straps and tighten all straps so that 

Securely attach the top two straps to the 
forward-facing D-rings.

ATTACHING A
KAYAK SEAT

    PLEASE NOTE
A kayak seat is only 
supplied with 
select models but 
can be purchased 
separately. Convert 
your SUP into a 
sit-down kayak.

HELP CENTRE
By purchasing an Aquaplanet paddle board, 
you’ve now got access to our extensive online 
Help Centre. Filled to the brim with 
frequently asked questions, useful advice and 
tips and tricks, the Help Centre is a handy 
first port of call for any queries you may have 
about your new product.

AQUAPLANETSPORTS.COM.AU
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1.

3.

2.

4.

6.

5.

7.

PACKING AWAY

of sand and debris.

Detach the leash, carry strap and any other bags, straps or 
other items connected to your SUP.

parts of the board to force the remaining air out. Once fully 

If your SUP pump has two ports for the hose, you can connect the 

board - this is optional but will help to roll the board down into a 
small package.

Please pack and store the SUP in the backpack provided in a 
cool dry place and away from direct sunlight.

1-2min

Remove the valve cap and carefully push down the button in the 
valve -please note it is under high pressure and air will rush out 
with significant force and noise. Take care not to alarm people, 
children or animals who may be nearby. Avoid having your head 
directly over the valve as you release the pressure.

Once the air is evacuating, lock the valve into the open 
position. A push/click valve (white button top) will stay in place 
when depressed. A push/twist valve (exposed screw head top) 
will require a 90 degree turn to lock in place. The board will 
gradually deflate in a few minutes.

AQUAPLANETSPORTS.COM.AU
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We know that sometimes things go wrong so we provide a one year warranty on the board 
and all parts and accessories in our packages. This means you are covered for any 
manufacturing faults for 1 year from the date of despatch.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

If you notice a fault with one of your Aquaplanet products, please let us know. If we agree that it is indeed a 
fault covered by our Warranty we will repair or replace the defective product • There are some areas that we 
do not cover, such as costs, loss or damage incurred whilst using an Aquaplanet product. Here are a few more 
details about what we can and cannot cover.

WHAT DOES THE WARRANTY APPLY TO?

• All of our Aquaplanet branded paddleboards and accessories
• Only products purchased directly from the Aquaplanet website and from Authorised Aquaplanet resellers. 

Warranties cannot be transferred
• If you modify or alter the product, without prior authorisation from Aquaplanet in writing, this will void the 

warranty
• If a repair or replacement has taken place, the Warranty only applies for the remainder of the period from 

the original purchase date
• Repairs will be completed subject to available parts. We will do our best to match the original product, but 

we cannot guarantee that you will receive the exact product back
• If you have not purchased directly from Aquaplanet, any warranty claims must be supported by the 

original purchase receipt, clearly identifying the Authorised seller
• If a defect is found in the materials or craftsmanship, we will complete a repair, free of charge or replace at 

our discretion
•

WHAT DOES THE WARRANTY NOT COVER?

storage • Intentional breakages • Lost items • Damage caused by anything other than defects in material or 
workmanship, this includes improper customer repairs or alterations.

FURTHER BREAKDOWN BY PRODUCT / ACCESSORY

Paddles: Things that are not covered - damage caused by impact with objects, falling on the paddle, paddle 
sinking, breakage or damage to the mechanism due to improper use, normal wear and tear or damage from 
use outside the intended purpose.

Bag: Things that are not covered - fading, tears, rips, holes caused by abuse or excessive strain. Zip damage 
from improper care, normal wear and tear or damage from use outside of its intended purpose.

Things that are not covered - damage caused by use in surf zones, impact with objects or 
normal wear and tear or damage from use outside the intended purpose.

WARRANTY

AQUAPLANETSPORTS.COM.AU
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HOW TO MAKE A WARRANTY CLAIM

RETURNS POLICY - PADDLE BOARDS

If you require any further assistance please check out our extensive Knowledge Base 
online, or get in touch. Our expert support team is available Mon-Fri, 9am - 5pm

EMAIL SUPPORT
SUPPORT@AQUAPLANETSPORTS.COM.AU

Please send your request by email to support@aquaplanetsports.com.au, with your 
order number, full name and address, providing proof of purchase • It is helpful if you are 
able to include a picture or video detailing what has gone wrong so we can see the best way 
to resolve this for you • The claim will be reviewed by our product team to establish if the 
damage is covered by our warranty. If the damage is deemed to be as a result of misuse or 
wear and tear, we will let you know and Aquaplanet will not have any further responsibility 
to repair this, but may be able to provide further assistance at a cost • If it is found to be 
covered by our warranty, we will complete a repair, free of charge or replace at our 
discretion • For minor aesthetic issues, we may ask you to complete the repair yourself, to 
enable you to continue using your product without a period of disruption. If you do not feel 
confident to complete the repair yourself, we will arrange a return of the product and
complete a repair within 28 days. If the product cannot be repaired in this time, we will 
endeavour to issue a replacement of equal quality • If you are prepared to complete the 
repair yourself, we will provide the materials and instruction to ensure that you can 
complete this • Please note, it can take up to 28 days to process a return once we have 
received this. Refunds can only be issued within the first 30 days from the start of the 
warranty • For major issues, reported within the first 6 months of the warranty period, 
where repair by you is not feasible, we will arrange a return of the product and issue a new 
product in replacement. If the same product is not available, you may be offered an 
equivalent product instead.

We provide a 60 day returns period if you want to return your product unused. The product 
myst be returned in its original packaging and be in a condition suitable for resale • Should 
you choose to return your new product, you will only have to pay for the return of your 
board - either at your own cost or we can deduct a cost of $38 per item from your refund 
and arrange a return on your behalf. Please note this is for standard mainland UK addresses 
only, higher charges may apply to addresses in the Highlands, Channel Islands, off shore, 
Overseas or areas where our courier will charge more to collect from. Please check with us 
before at the time of your return enquiry.

We provide a 60 day returns period if you want to return your product unused. The product 
must be returned in its original packaging and be in a condition suitable for resale • Should 
you choose to return your new product, you will need to pay to return this to us. If there is a 
fault with the item, this will be dealt with under the warranty • Please contact us for the 
return address and instructions.

AQUAPLANETSPORTS.COM.AU



LIFE IS SIMPLE
JUST ADD WATER
AQUAPLANETSPORTS.COM.AU


